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Where would you describe your organisation in relation to performance management 
practices?

We have an annual 
performance review with few 
or no interim reviews still 
based on performance 
ratings

We have an annual 
performance review with 
quarterly check-ins, but no 
mechanism for seeking 
feedback

We are moving towards agile 
performance with frequent 
check-ins and we're beginning 
to use feedback but many 
people don't feel comfortable 
providing feedback

We have fully adopted agile 
performance management, 
along with continuous 
feedback that I can also 
request from peers and we 
no longer use performance 
ratings



What is Agile?



Agile Manifesto

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by 
doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have 
come to value:

Individuals and interactions over process and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan

Learn more at agilealliance.org



Agile feedback loop 



Traditional PM and Agile PM



Traditional PM and Agile PM

Traditional Agile

Annual Feedback Continuous Feedback

Static goals set yearly Adapts goals throughout the year

Individual goals Team goals  

Performance review focused on past 
achievements 

Performance conversation focused on 
future  

Manager reviews Crowdsourcing 

Training courses for development Coaching and just in time learning methods



What does it actually mean?



The Benefits of Agile PM

Frustrations Benefits

PM process does not reflect and support the changing 
pace of organisations

Frequent check-ins and continuous feedback allow increased 
organisational adaptability

Employee feedback is vague and is focused on the past Employee feedback is relevant, actionable and part and 
parcel of the culture 

Managers who hide behind processes and systems Managers nurture a culture of accountability and ownership 

Employees’ lack accountability Employees are more empowered 

Vague goals that are difficult to measure and often 
uninspiring

Employees know their Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) 

A manager’s measure of performance is often subjective Managers get an objective picture of performance due to 360 
feedback

Cumbersome and time-consuming process which is an 
add-on

Performance feedback and reviews become part of way of 
working



Is agile PM only suitable for agile organisations?

Source: Dandy People

Agile onion



Steps to Implement agile PM

Introduce frequent 
performance check-ins

Establish Objectives And 
Key Results 

Practice continuous 
feedback

Progress to 360 
feedback

Develop T-shape 
people



You know what to do...But how do you do it?

What not to do…. 

Assume everyone will see the benefits

Not use change management 

Give up at the first hurdle 

Start slow

Do internal research

What to do…. 

Experiment with one small team

Measure the results 

Be aware of cultural differences and needs. 



Agile as the performance management system 

Scrum or Kanban Board Cross-functional team iteratively 
delivering value together T-shaped people Standups

Review Retrospective Portfolio + Prioritisation Working agreement



Examples



Conclusion

setting static individual goals once a year adaptive collective goals reviewed regularly

 functional goals cascaded from the top 
OKRs set by teams and employees themselves that 
synch and align to organisational goals

activity or input based targets impact based goals

feedback and improvement based on past review 
and performance

immediate feedback and improvement that can be 
applied in the next iteration of work

setting low performers a low rating and managing 
them out 

real-time conversations to first explore reasons of low 
performance followed by support for immediate improvement

having one conversation that covers performance, 
development, feedback and rewards separate conversations for each

annual reviews frequent check-ins and continuous conversations for 
constant realignment

FROM TOWARDS
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